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ABSTRACT
Concerns about intellectual property rights are a significant barrier to the practice of scholarly self-archiving in institutional and other types of digital repositories. This introductory level, half-day tutorial will demystify the journal copyright transfer agreements (CTAs) that often are the source of these rights concerns of scholars. In addition, participants will be introduced to the deposit processes of self-archiving in an interdisciplinary repository and open access archive (OAA), such as DLIST, Digital Library for Information Science and Technology.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
J.7 [Computers in Other Systems]: Publishing.

General Terms
Legal Aspects.
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1. INTRODUCTION
For more than three hundred years authors, publishers, and libraries have fulfilled specific niches and roles in the print scholarly communication cycle. In recent years, driven both by economics such as the rising prices of scholarly journals and the emergence of digital technologies, the traditional roles are undergoing a fundamental shift. Institutional and disciplinary repositories are also generally open access archives; i.e.; they are digital databases where authors can self-archive their works either before or after journal publication. Authors who practice self-archiving by depositing their works in an open access archive of their choice make their works more easily and widely available to the WWW audience. While open access can help us find new funding and publishing models to alleviate the serials price crisis, it is more a value proposition that is in keeping with ideas such as increasing research “impact” and building the “intellectual commons”. Also, the practice of self-archiving is not without its own problems: authors usually sign away their intellectual property rights at the time of article submission, having signed copyright away are unsure if they can self-archive, and deposit processes in digital repositories may seem time-consuming and difficult to the busy author creating new knowledge. But these problems can be easily surmounted as this tutorial will show.

2. LEARNING OUTCOMES
At the end of this tutorial, participants will be able to

1) Describe the scholarly communication cycle and the value of self-archiving as it relates to refereed journal publishing
2) Explain the role and potential value of open access archives in changing and improving the scholarly communication cycle
3) Identify and define the terms of journal CTAs
4) Seek a publisher’s permission to deposit previous works published under restrictive CTAs
5) Modify journal CTAs to support self-archiving in an OAA
6) Become familiar with deposit and author-generated metadata processes for self-archiving

3. TOPICS TO BE COVERED
1) Scholarly communication cycle (including, digital repositories [1,2], open access movement [3] and open research tools [4], and intellectual property, including creative commons licenses [5])
2) Deciphering and modifying a CTA
3) Building the intellectual commons by self-archiving: Deposit and metadata processes
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